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INTRODUCTION
The market for old and rare whisky has grown exponentially over the past 10 years and continues to flourish due to increasing
global demand and a declining supply. This relatively new phenomenon has received unprecedented interest, fueled by sales such
as the £1.2m hammer price attracted by a single bottle of 1926 Macallan Fine & Rare 60 Year Old at Sotheby’s in October
2019. An astonishing sum for a single bottle, however this is just the latest record-breaking sale in what is the number one
alternative investment according to the Knight Frank Luxury Investment Index, published in Q2 2019. This report places rare
whisky above investments such as coins, art and wine with a 540% increase in value over the past 10 years, and a 23% increase
over the 12 month period prior to publication.
With each record-breaking auction and continued market interest, awareness of the potential returns associated with investing in
rare whisky is entering mainstream consciousness. Consequently we are receiving increasing enquiries from clients wishing to
explore this unique and fascinating side of the rare spirits market.
We are delighted to offer two curated sets of Old and Rare whisky which are exclusive to FINE+RARE. Featuring closed
distilleries, pre-WW2 vintages and limited edition expressions, we hope these collections will appeal to clients wanting to either
begin collecting whisky, add to an existing collection, or simply wishing to have an immediate and incredible rare whisky
selection for the ultimate old and rare whisky cabinet.
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PRE WORLD WAR II VINTAGES
A taste of history. The combination of circumstance and
material recipe which created these astonishingly old malts can
never be repeated. The availability of materials such as transport
Sherry casks - the barrels used to ship Sherry around the world ended in 1981 and production methods such as floor maltings
were mostly replaced by more economically attractive
commercial maltings. As for circumstance, Serge Valentin notes
when reviewing Mortlach 1936 “isn’t it strange that while Europe
was preparing for one of the worst wars ever, some distilleries such as
Macallan, Linkwood, Mortlach or Talisker were distilling the best
whiskies ever made by Man”
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PRE WORLD WAR II VINTAGES
1

MORTLACH 1936 (36YO) –
G&M CONNOISSEURS CHOICE 43%
Founded in 1823, the heavy Mortlach spirit has a special affinity with sherry casks. This
is the epitome of the old style Mortlach collectors are so fond of.
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1937 STRATHISLA 35YO –
G&M CONNOISSEURS CHOICE 43%
Bottled under the iconic black and red Gordon & Macphail Connoisseurs Choice label.
A label created for Edoardo Giacone and bottled at 43%. The label was later adopted by
G&M but the whisky was bottled at the lower 40% ABV. Each bottle is individually
numbered on the back label.
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1938 PRIDE OF STRATHSPEY 48YO 40%
If this said Macallan in place of Pride of Strathspey – this collection would be
substantially more expensive. As it is, this is whisky distilled at Macallan and bottled by
Gordon & Macphail under the Pride of Strathspey brand label. Nevertheless, it is a
48YO, 1938 distilled Macallan single malt whisky.
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GLENLIVET 1937 GEORGE & JG SMITH’S 40%
This would have been an early/mid 1970’s bottling and from an old style of distillation which
has so much more complexity with oils, fragrances and waxes just not seen in current make.
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HIGHLAND PARK 1902
BBR ALL MALT BOTTLED EARLY 1950’S 39.8%
The oldest in the collection by far. Radio-carbon dated and confirmed as 39.8% ABV,
Serge Valentin rated it as “Organoleptically: 86 points, but emotionally, certainly 99 or 100
points. The oldest malt I ever had. Champagne!""
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90+ RATED WHISKIES

Serge Valentin has tasted and rated more old and rare whiskies than
most, if not all. His unassuming blog WhiskyFun is an invaluable
resource when researching historic bottles which very few have had the
opportunity to taste. Of course this is just one man’s opinion, subject to
his personal preferences, however with no commercial interests but
simply a desire to catalogue his whisky (and spirits) journey with other
enthusiasts - his reviews are held in the highest esteem.

To put these scores into context, a rating of 90 or above would be
awarded to only the top 1-2% of whiskies tasted by Serge Valentin.
These represent truly exceptional, world-class bottlings.
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90+ RATED WHISKIES
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BOWMORE BICENTENARY 1779-1979
SOFFIANTINO IMPORT (ITALY) 43%
“Contains a vatting of the oldest stocks in the Bowmore Distillery”. Some of which
was distilled in 1950, when some of its finest whisky was produced. 96 points SV
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HIGHLAND PARK 1959 20YO BOTTLED 1979 - JAMES
GRANT GREEN DUMPY BOTTLE 43%
“rather magnificent; not the tiniest flaw in my opinion”. 94 points SV
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HIGHLAND PARK 1973 35YO BOTTLED 2009 –
CASK #13352 BOTTLED FOR VELIER 56.3%
“It is entrancing whisky. The complexity is amazing. The beehivy/waxy/honeyed
fruitiness is flabbergasting. The floral side is ensouling. And I’m in awe. This is why
Scotch malt is a superior spirit that (can) beat them all”. 94 points SV
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CONVALMORE 36YO - DISTILLED 1977
BOTTLED 2013 58%
“Immediate and implacable like only great old whiskies can be. Not much to add, I
think it's an exceptional Convalmore, and an exceptional whisky in general. With
water: it improved further. I hadn't thought that was possible”. 94 points SV
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1936 MORTLACH 35YO - G&M CONNOISSEURS
CHOICE 43%
“we’re on another planet here! Totally exceptional, in the same league as
very old Yquems; a poem. I think it’s a dimension that you just can’t achieve
with only wood maturing”. 96 points SV
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BOTTLER FOCUS:
GORDON & MACPHAIL
Founded in 1895 as a Grocery and Wine Merchant, G&M are part of the
fabric of the Scotch whisky industry and its history. Based in the town of
Elgin, Speyside, the town and grocery shop is situated just north of some
of Speyside’s finest distilleries. Before distilleries were releasing and
marketing single malts, G&M formed relationships and filling contracts
which later established them as an independent bottler with one of the
greatest inventories of aged single malt casks in Scotland. If making
comparison to the wine trade, they were effectively a negociant for the
likes of The Macallan.

The collection includes licensed bottlings, undisclosed bottlings, and
officially branded G&M bottlings. When assembling old and rare
collections, Gordon & Macphail are inescapable and deserve celebration.
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BOTTLER FOCUS:
GORDON & MACPHAIL
11

GLEN GRANT 50YO GORDON & MACPHAIL 43%
A gorgeous colour after 50 years maturing in cask. Gordon & Macphail were once
the official bottler and have bottled some of the oldest and finest expressions.
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GLEN AVON 50YO 40% - DISTILLED IN 1953
AND BOTTLED IN 2004
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GLEN AVON 35YO 40% - DISTILLED IN 1955
AND BOTTLED IN 1991
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Glen Avon is another G&M undisclosed distillery label in the same vein as
Pride of Strathspey. The distillery from which the whisky bottled under
this label is sourced, is less clear cut, but many believe could be Speyside’s
finest family owned distillery.
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CRAGGANMORE 32YO G&M SECRET STILLS 2.3 45%
A limited edition of 400 bottles distilled in 1978 and bottled in 2011
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GLEN GARIOCH 23YO G&M SECRET STILLS 6.6 45%
A limited edition of 540 bottles distilled in 1988 and bottled in 2011

16

STRATHISLA 15YO 26 2/3 FL OZ 70 PROOF
A Gordon & Macphail licensed bottling from the 1970’s. With a minimum
15 years age, the distillate is from the late 1950’s or 1960’s
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DISTILLERY FOCUS: ARDBEG

In 1997 Ardbeg Distillery was purchased and re-opened by
Glenmorangie PLC. The distillery has since achieved cult-like status
thanks to pre and post closure bottlings and endorsements from the
likes of Jim Murray, author of the Whisky Bible, who has described
Ardbeg whiskies as “as close to perfection as makes no difference”.
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DISTILLERY FOCUS: ARDBEG
17

ARDBEG 24YO 1965, CADENHEAD,
DUMPY WHITE LABEL 54.4%
From Scotland's oldest independent bottler Cadenhead and bottled for Italian importer
Sestante.

18

ARDBEG VERY YOUNG 58.3%
Distilled in 1998 and bottled in 2004, this was the first limited edition release
featuring the ‘young’ moniker and charting the path of 1998 distillate maturing
to a continuous 10YO expression since the distillery re-opening.
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ARDBEG ALMOST THERE 54%
Distilled in 1998 and bottled in 2007, this is the third and final release
featuring the ‘young’ moniker.
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ARDBEG RENAISSANCE 55.9%

21

ARDBEG SUPERNOVA 58.5% - 2009 EDITION

22

Distilled in 1998 and bottled in 2008, this is the final chapter before limited edition
expressions were replaced by the core-range 10YO seen today.

ARDBEG SUPERNOVA 60.1% - 2010 EDITION
At over 100ppm 'Supernova' limited editions are the peatiest Ardbeg’s ever released.
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ARDBEG BLASDA 40%
A rare lightly peated release from this distillery famous for intensely peated expressions.

24

ARDBEG ALLIGATOR
A 2011 Ardbeg Day limited edition release named after the level of char (Alligator)
given to the barrels the whisky matured in.
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LIMITED EDITIONS:
DISTILLED IN THE 1960s - 1990s
25

GLENDRONACH 25YO – CASK #63 57.6%
Distilled in 1992 and bottled in 2017, this is a single Sherry Butt which yielded 572
bottles. Many Macallan enthusiasts are switching to Glendronach for its similarly
heavily sherried style.
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WILLIAM GRANT & SONS 37YO – CASK #5856 55.4%
Distilled in 1978 and bottled in 2015, this is a single Sherry Cask which yielded 276
bottles. “this is exceptional sherried whisky. Finish: long and very chocolaty. The dryness
in the signature is just very perfect”. 93 points SV
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CAOL ILA 35YO DIAGEO
SELECT CASK PROGRAME 56.7%
Distilled in 1983 and bottled in 2019 under the private Diageo Select Cask
Programme. These have a reputation as some of Diageo’s best. Due to being
privately sold casks they are not commercially available.
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ABERLOUR - GLENLIVET 8YO 50%
Known as the cube shaped bottle and featuring a beautifully illustrated map of
Scotland. Serge Valentin’s highest rated Aberlour and described as “stunning and
extremely interesting. The casks must have been something! 91 points SV
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CLYNELISH 18YO - SILVER SEAL 57.3%
Distilled in 1984 and bottled in 2003 by Italian bottler Silver Seal.
Limited to 265 bottles.
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LIMITED EDITIONS:
DISTILLED IN THE 1960s - 1990s
30

GLENURY ROYAL 25YO - SILVER SEAL 50%
Distilled in 1976 and bottled in 2001, this release of just 60 bottles
is the first from Italian bottler Silver Seal.
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LAPHROAIG 19YO 1969 40%
Sestante bottled 1969 Laphroaig with galleon print label.
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GLENFLAGLER 5YO FERRARETTO, 1970’S BOTTLED 40%
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A name most likely only familiar amongst whisky collectors.
Glenflagler was operational for only 21 years between 1964 and 1985
making this an elusive addition to any collection.
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CLYNELISH / BRORA 12YO RED &
ORANGE LABEL 56.9%
Distilled in 1960 and bottled in 1972 this is both a bottling of
historical significance and exceptional reputation.
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CLYNELISH 1969 (5YO) DI CHIANO IMPORT 43%
Clynelish is fast becoming a collector's favourite and for years has been a
connoisseur’s favourite. This is an original distillery bottling for the Italian
market and is a style no longer produced and a bottle very rarely seen.
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THE COLLECTIONS
COLLECTION 1

ABV

COLLECTION 2 – Pre World War II Vintages

Mortlach 1936 (36YO) - G&M Connoisseurs Choice

43%

Mortlach 1936 (35YO) - G&M Connoisseurs Choice

43%

Strathisla 1937 (35YO) - G&M Connoisseurs Choice

43%

Glenlivet 1937 George & JG Smith’s

40%

Pride of Strathspey (1938) 48YO

40%

Bowmore Bicentenary 1779-1979 Soffiantino Import (Italy)

43%

Mortlach 1936 (35YO) - G&M Connoisseurs Choice

43%

Highland Park 1959 (20YO) Bottled 1979 - James Grant Green Dumpy Bottle

43%

Highland Park 1973 (35YO) Bottled 2009 - Cask #13352 bottled for Velier
Convalmore (36YO) - Distilled 1977 Bottled 2013

43%
40%

Glen Avon 35YO - Distilled in 1955 and bottled in 1991

40%

Cragganmore 32YO G&M Secret Stills 2.3

45%

54.40%
58.30%

Ardbeg Almost There

54%

Ardbeg Renaissance

55.90%

Ardbeg Supernova - 2009 Edition

58.50%

Ardbeg Supernova - 2010 Edition

60.10%
40%
51.20%

Glendronach 1992 (25YO) Cask #63

57.60%

William Grant & Sons 1978 (37YO) Cask #5856

55.40%

Caol Ila 1983 (35YO) Diageo Select Cask Programe

56.70%

Arberlour - Glenlivet 8YO - 1970's Bottling
Clynelish 1984 (18YO) - Silver Seal

COLLECTION 1
We have 15 x 33 bottle collections available
at £48,000 In Bond each

COLLECTION 2
We have 9 x 5 bottle collections available
at £21,500 In Bond* each

50%

46%

Glenury Royal 1976 (25YO) - Silver Seal

50%

Laphroaig 1969 (19YO) Sestante Galeon Label

39.80%

57.30%

Laphroaig 1987 (16YO) - Silver Seal

Clynelish / Brora 1960 (12YO) Red & Orange Label

Highland Park 1902 50YO

45%

Ardbeg Very Young

Ardbeg Aligator

40%

70 Proof

Ardbeg 1965 (24YO) Cadenhead, Sestante, dumpy white label

Ardbeg Blasda

43%

Pride of Strathspey (1938) 48YO

58%

Glen Avon 50YO - Distilled in 1953 and bottled in 2004

Strathisla 15YO 26 2/3 fl oz - 1970's Bottling

Strathisla 1937 (35YO) - G&M Connoisseurs Choice

56.30%

Glen Grant 50YO Gordon & Macphail

Glen Garioch 23YO G&M Secret Stills 6.6

ABV

56.90%
40%

Clynelish 1969 (5YO) Di Chiano Import

43%

Glenflagler 5YO - Ferraretto, 1970’s Bottling

40%

*All bottles stored 'In Bond' with the exception of
Highland Park 1902 50YO which is 'Duty Paid’,
VAT included in final collection pricing
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PROVENANCE AND LIQUIDATION
Every bottle is currently stored under optimal conditions in a bonded warehouse in Scotland. Carefully selected by the FINE+RARE team, each bottle
has been authenticated with third party expertise, at source and on delivery. Fill levels and bottle/label conditions were all inspected before purchase and
inspected once again on delivery, however naturally these vary from bottle to bottle.

FOR THOSE CONSIDERING INVESTMENT
The best advice when considering any liquid investment is to only buy what you would enjoy drinking. Sage advice considering investments always pose
some level of risk and are subject to market volatility. Nevertheless whisky holds an advantage over wine in riding out potential market fluctuations
thanks to the high ABV making it a more stable product. Fill levels should be monitored but if the seal and storage conditions are correct, whisky has a
greater ability to withstand any dips in the market and will not change or, more importantly, deteriorate once in bottle, making it a very attractive
medium to long term investment proposition.
Whisky is also a tangible asset so, with all the uncertainty in the world, this is arguably a great time to start your rare whisky collection. Furthermore,
it's a physical asset with no correlation to traditional equity/bond markets that continues to appreciate as supply diminishes - with each and every bottle
that gets consumed.

LIQUIDATION
All bottles can be stored with FINE+RARE until you choose to either take delivery or sell.
Much like wine, you can use the My F+R portfolio platform to list and sell or enter in auction, depending on your preferences.
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